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This book updates the bestselling Drupal: Creating Blogs, Forums, Portals, and Community Websites for Drupal 6, the latest, much improved version of this popular open-source Content Management System. Targeting readers with little experience in website design, unfamiliar with PHP, MySQL or HTML, and with little to no experience of Drupal, it looks pragmatically at the steps needed from knowing you want a website right through to designing and building it like a pro, and then successfully managing and maintaining it. Experienced author David Mercer uses a friendly, engaging style that is clear and concise, allowing readers to advance rapidly until they can tackle any problem with confidence. Drupal is an elegantly designed, well-supported and flexible open-source CMS platform that empowers anyone to create a website or blog and is rapidly becoming first choice of people in the know. With this powerful tool you need not pay professionals to design a site; you can do the job yourself.     

       About the Author

David Mercer was born in August 1976 in Harare, Zimbabwe. Having always had a strong interest in science, David came into regular contact with computers at university where he graduated cum laude with majors in applied math and math (although he minored in computer science).

As a programmer and professional writer who has been writing both code and books for about nine years, he has worked on a number of well known titles, in various capacities, on a wide variety of topics. His books have sold tens of thousands of copies and have been translated into over 6 different languages to date.

David finds that the challenges arising from the dichotomous relationship between the science (and art) of software programming and the art (and science) of writing is what keeps his interest in producing books piqued. He will no doubt continue to write professionally in the future.

David balances his time between programming, reviewing, writing, and contributing to interesting web-based projects such as RankTracer and LinkDoozer. When he isn't working (which isn't that often) he enjoys playing guitar (generally on stage and unrehearsed) and getting involved in outdoor activities ranging from touch rugby and golf to water skiing and snowboarding.
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WebGL HotshotPackt Publishing, 2014

	Create interactive 3D content for web pages and mobile devices with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Simple, ready-to-use interactive 3D demonstrations and explanations for a variety of popular and innovative websites
	
		Detailed overview of how to build 3D environments including features such as...
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Macromedia Studio MX 2004 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If Macromedia Studio MX 2004 can do it, you can do it too…

Macromedia Studio MX 2004 offers a revolutionary set of integrated tools for Web developers. This book gives you control of its power. You’ll benefit from the expertise of volunteers, beta testers, and advisory board members who share the inside track on Dreamweaver...
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Numerical Issues in Statistical Computing for the Social Scientist (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
At last—a social scientist's guide through the pitfalls of modern statistical computing
    Addressing the current deficiency in the literature on statistical methods as they apply to the social and behavioral sciences, Numerical Issues in Statistical Computing for the Social Scientist seeks to provide readers with a unique practical...
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Try Common Sense: Replacing the Failed Ideologies of Right and LeftW W Norton, 2019

	
		Award-winning author Philip K. Howard lays out the blueprint for a new American society.

	
		In this brief and powerful book, Philip K. Howard attacks the failed ideologies of both parties and proposes a radical simplification of government to re-empower Americans in their daily choices. Nothing will make...
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ERP:Making It Happen: The Implementers' Guide to Success with Enterprise Resource PlanningJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Follow the "Proven Path" to successful implementation of enterprise resource planning      

Effective forecasting, planning, and scheduling is fundamental to productivity–and ERP is a fundamental way to achieve it. Properly implementing ERP will give you a competitive advantage and help you run your business more...
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Introduction to Cryptography: Principles and ApplicationsSpringer, 2007
Due to the rapid growth of digital communication and electronic data exchange, information security has become a crucial issue in industry, business, and administration. Modern cryptography provides essential techniques for securing information and protecting data.
In the first part, this book covers the key concepts of cryptography on an...
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